
having been moving in
their coma all his life 

they send him
to a psychiatrist at 
the very moment he

begins to make a breakthrough 
back! back! back in the box!

and everyone knows the marks are 
for deportment

In America if you sing in the streets 
they lock you up

until you agree to comply with their version 
The mortality rate happens when you are born —  
Even for the Star Spangled Banner 

they lock you up.
Even if you were standing

up.

one night at 4 AM
a drunken graduate student 

strode down my street 
shouting the Gettysburgh address 
at the top of his voice 
He got away with it even if

somebody did cock a head out 
a window and say 
(trying to shame him) 

you son of a bitch
there's decent people 

live around here 
He was shouting to

wake the dead —

DON'T TOUCH

I mean like it's inside the plastic 
bubble man
with the orange juice
and the butterfly can opener
and the tail gunner
and the pull-chain socket
and the weekly situation comedy.
(he whispers in my ear,)
and baby if I loved you I would
but you're from the bubble culture
and baby for you, I'm inside one too
We aint even the same species
Whutta some kinda pre-vert
Don't your kind put out, bubble man?
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It's funny baby bubble man
my situation comedy is feelies —
but you bubble man
who lost your feelings long ago
want to cop a feel —
is it because they won't let you
feel anything else
inside all them plastic bubbles?

Writers' Block is an extension
of Parkinson's Law 
He who stands at the hour
of his impending death does not procrastinate 
He asks himself whose eyes he is avoiding 
He has counted the roses on the wallpaper 

several times over
Not until he hears the brakes in the door-yard 
Does he break the sound barrier
The posse arrives behind him-on the springboard 
All his selves converge as 
Rocket-like he arches into the air
All the muscle-flexing has been of some use after all 
The fox only pulls out a few feathers 
as the turkey at last takes flight.
With one oar we rowed in a circle:
Father said never to touch the motor.
He's dead. Just in time. The motor takes us 
in a circle, too, but big enough 
to cross the horizon.

—  RobertOh Faber
New York, New York

city heat
I would ask 
why is it so hot, 
and all the children, 
answering,
rushed downstairs to the fire hydrant
and under the water
spilling into the gutter:
the streets sighing in relief,
we cooled our feet .. .
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